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Access to a proposal system that combines risk and market participation assessments directly within the 
portfolio builder empowers our advisors to build custom, well-diversified portfolios with confidence.

To learn more, contact us today:
orionportfoliosolutions.com | 800.379.2513 | info@orion.com
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Our clear, step-by-step process for proposal generation helps you understand investor expectations, 
identify and pair relevant investment options, and communicate recommendations to clients.

Create Well-Diversified Portfolios with Confidence. Here’s How:

SIMPLIFIED PROPOSAL GENERATION FOR

WELL-DIVERSIFIED 
PORTFOLIOS

CLIENT RISK ASSESSMENT
Our intuitive assessment helps 

you accurately evaluate client risk 
tolerances and time horizons. 

2 MARKET PARTICIPATION CONSIDERATIONS
A short market participation assessment frames the 

investment discussion and encourages clients to think 
about the role of diversification in their portfolios.

EMBEDDED RISK SCORING
Risk scoring embedded into each available investment option helps  

align client expectations to portfolio allocations. It’s also used to adjust  
the overall portfolio risk score in real time as assets are assigned.

EXISTING ACCOUNT COMPARISON
Uploading existing client accounts to compare with your 

proposed strategy helps identify gaps or misalignments in a 
client’s current portfolio while also demonstrating your value.

CUSTOMIZE PORTFOLIOS TO MEET CLIENT-SPECIFIC NEEDS
Add tax-efficient sleeves to your portfolios, either through custom  

index replication or strategist-managed direct indexed models.  
ESG screens work to further align portfolios with client values.
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SIMPLIFIED INVESTMENT SELECTION

Our intuitive investment picker segments options by mandate  —
Strategic, Tactical, and Diversifier — making it easy to filter, select, and 

blend strategies to align with market participation preferences.6
PROPOSAL DOCUMENTATION

Deliver your portfolio recommendations to your clients with a unique proposal package 
that can be tailored to introduce your firm, explain our unique UMA investment story, 

and provide a detailed overview of the included investment strategies.7
CLIENT ONBOARDING

You can onboard new clients directly within the proposal builder, 
or use our guided new account wizard. Both options offer a 

Docusign integration to make account opening quick and easy.8


